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Abstract

In modern conditions, a technological milling process of aviation parts implemented on a new generation of CNC machines using carbide cutting tools with hardening coatings modified with nanomaterials, high-speed milling applied for parts made of metal structural materials is of particular importance.

High-speed milling differs from traditional milling by increasing the cutting speed by 10 times or more. Increasing the cutting speed and changing a number of other parameters of the high-speed milling process leads to a significant increase in cutting zone temperature and a change in the physico-mechanical properties of the sample surface layer, different from those that arise during traditional milling processing. In turn, the state of the surface layer affects the performance characteristics of parts – strength (static, cyclic, impact), wear resistance, resistance to corrosion, erosion and cavitation.

A significant increase in the performance of high-speed milling is achieved by fulfilling the conditions for the correct selection of the cutting tool for the type, condition and configuration of the processed material surfaces, as well as determining the optimal parameters for high-speed milling, which maintains high performance characteristics of aircraft parts.

The paper presents the results of determining the state of the surface layer of structural steel samples of grades 30HGSA and EP 817 used for the manufacture of compressor machine blades, sheathing housings, flanges and loaded parts of aircraft structures operating under alternating loads, respectively, after traditional and high-speed milling at different cutting speeds.
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Introduction

The state of the surface layer of parts after milling determines the operational properties of the finished products (strength, wear resistance, resistance to corrosion, erosion and cavitation), thereby establishing their service life and other indicators of reliability and durability [1]. Establishing the laws governing the influence of milling parameters on the state of the surface layer makes a significant contribution to the process of optimizing the conditions and parameters of high-speed milling, ensuring high productivity of milling processing of aviation parts while maintaining their high performance [2].

The nature of the formation of the surface layer properties of parts during milling is determined by power and temperature effects. During processing, temperatures arise at the cutting zone, at a value of which \((0.25–0.3) T_{\text{melt}}\) \((T_{\text{melt}} \text{ – melting temperature})\) the deformed material of the surface layer returns, at a temperature above \(0.4T_{\text{melt}}\) – recrystallization occurs, accompanied by a partial or complete removal of strain hardening. So, during milling processing in the surface layer two mutually exclusive processes occur: strain hardening and softening. The state of the sample surface layer is determined by the ratio of the intensity and speed of these processes [3–5].

The structural phase state of the surface layer is determined by elastoplastic deformation, local heating and chemical interaction of the processed material in the cutting zone with the material of the cutting tool...
and the environment. An increase in temperature during processing creates the conditions for the transition of the material to a high-temperature structural-phase state, while rapid cooling after heating contributes to the occurrence of martensitic transformations. To study the structural phase state, direct methods, such as diffraction and microscopic methods, are mainly used.

As a result of simultaneous inhomogeneous occurrence of plastic deformation and phase transformations in the surface layer, residual stresses arise. The stress distribution in the sample surface layer after milling is due to several factors: mechanical (plastic deformation), thermal (surface heating) and force factor (direction of the force load acting on the processing surface). Depending on the processing parameters, the resulting effect can be exerted by a mechanical factor – compressive stresses arise on the surface, thermal factor – tensile stresses arise, or force factor – tensile or compressive stresses arise depending on the direction of the force field. Residual stresses in the surface layer up to \(2 \times 10^{-2}\) mm thick are determined by the non-destructive X-ray method.

In [6], models for calculating the loads acting on products during their operation and the effect of residual stresses on fatigue strength are considered. The effect of alternating loads complicates the plastic flow of the metal, and in this case, residual stresses have a significant effect on fatigue strength: tensile stresses reduce fatigue strength, while compressive stresses increase it. Residual macrostresses also affect brittle fracture resistance. The presence of residual stresses can lead to a decrease in the margin of operational strength, and the overload effect starts the process of crack development, which negatively affects the bearing capacity of the part up to catastrophic failure [7].

The depth of the strain hardening layer is measured from the maxima of the material protruding on the treated surface to the upper level of the material region with the physico-mechanical properties of the starting material. The degree of hardening and the thickness of the riveted layer depend on the method and processing conditions; the average thickness is from a few micrometers to 200–500 microns when milling. Under adverse milling conditions (low cutting speed with high feed and cutting depth, negative rake angles), the hardening depth can reach 1 mm or more. The established value of the hardening depth allows developing the technological process for milling a part taking into account changes in the properties of the material surface layer. Among the various methods for determining the value of the hardening depth, X-ray diffraction analysis is distinguished.

This paper presents the study results of the influence of different cutting speeds on the surface layer during milling of parts made of aircraft structural steels 30KhGSA and EP817 with increased corrosion resistance.

Problem statement

Modern technological advances determine the widespread use of aviation materials, the milling of which using existing technologies is a difficult task. Hardened structural steels can be processed by grinding, however, tensile residual stresses and burns occur in the surface layer. The use of high-speed milling in some cases eliminates the use of finishing operations such as grinding. High-speed blade processing allows forming the surface layer of parts with optimal values of roughness, depth and degree of hardening, residual stresses and structural-phase composition, without requiring additional tools and equipment.

Steels are usually milled without the use of a lubricating coolant with external cooling and removal of chips with a jet of air. In the cutting zone, the temperature rises up to about 1000 °C, while at traditional milling it is about 300–400 °C. Chips are formed as a result of high-temperature plastic deformation instead of a force shift by the cutter teeth. The use of coolant leads to sharp changes in temperature at the edge of the cutting tool and its accelerated destruction due to thermal fatigue.

The cutting speed and feed have a significant impact on the hardening depth in structural steels. With an increase in the cutting speed, the heating temperature and strain rate increase, but the duration of stress and the heating time of the sample surface layer decrease. An increase in heating of a deformed metal with an increase in the cutting speed leads to an increase in the diffusion mobility of atoms, activation of the softening processes, and reduction in the intensity of the surface layer strain hardening, which contributes to a decrease in the hardening depth of the surface layer [1].

An increase in the front and rear angles of the cutting tool and the use of coolant also reduce the hardening depth.

The feed has the strongest effect on the surface layer hardening. There is an optimal feed at which the hardening depth is the least.

The cutting depth during milling does not have a noticeable effect on the surface layer hardening [1].

Depending on the physico-mechanical properties and the milling mode, the hardening depth in structural steels is several millimeters for roughing and
hundredths or thousandths of a millimeter for finishing. More plastic materials when cutting are characterized by a greater hardening depth.

The aim of this work was to study the state of the surface layer of samples from structural steels EP817 and 30HGSA after milling at various cutting speeds.

**Experiments: methods and materials**

**Sample materials**

Steel EP817 (Table 1) refers to corrosion-resistant martensitic aging steels. It is used for the production of loaded aircraft assemblies operating at temperatures from −70 to +300 °C in general climatic conditions in contact with fuel.

Before the experiment, the EP817 steel sample was hardened, which corresponds to the conditions for finishing milling of parts.

Steel 30HGSA (Table 2) is structurally alloyed steel obtained in electric arc steel furnaces. Compressor blades, sheathing housings, flanges, and other critical parts of aircraft structures operating under alternating loads at temperatures up to 200 °C are made of 30HGSA structural steel [9].

**Milling samples**

A sample made of steel EP817 with dimensions of 260×120×20 mm was located in the geometric center of the working desk of a DMU-70eVo CNC milling machine.

The sample was subjected to passing fine milling using a SKIF D16R8 spherical milling cutter with a monoplate (angle of inclination – 45°, allowance from above). During processing, zones with a width of 30 mm (No. 1 and No. 7 in Table 3) were distinguished.

**Table 1**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Steel grade</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>Cr</th>
<th>Ni</th>
<th>Cu</th>
<th>Ti</th>
<th>Mo</th>
<th>Nb</th>
<th>Si</th>
<th>Mn</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EP817</td>
<td>0.05–0.08</td>
<td>13.5–14.5</td>
<td>5.6–6.2</td>
<td>1.8–2.2</td>
<td>0.03–0.1</td>
<td>1.3–1.7</td>
<td>0.25–0.4</td>
<td>up to 0.7</td>
<td>up to 1.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: C – carbon; Cr – chromium; Ni – nickel; Cu – copper; Ti – titanium; Mo – molybdenum; Nb – niobium; Si – silicon; Mn – Manganese.

**Table 2**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Steel grade</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>Si</th>
<th>Mn</th>
<th>Cr</th>
<th>Ni</th>
<th>Cu</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>30HGSA</td>
<td>0.28–0.35</td>
<td>0.9–1.2</td>
<td>0.8–1.1</td>
<td>0.8–1.1</td>
<td>up to 0.3</td>
<td>up to 0.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 3**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Processing zone No.</th>
<th>Type of cutter</th>
<th>$A_e$, mm</th>
<th>$A_p$, mm</th>
<th>$V_c$, m/min</th>
<th>$N$, rpm</th>
<th>$F$, mm/min</th>
<th>$F_z$, mm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>SKIF D16R8</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>182</td>
<td>3980</td>
<td>1350</td>
<td>0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>SKIF D16R8</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>273</td>
<td>5970</td>
<td>2030</td>
<td>0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>SKIF D16R8</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>364</td>
<td>7960</td>
<td>2700</td>
<td>0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>SKIF D16R8</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>455</td>
<td>9950</td>
<td>3380</td>
<td>0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>SKIF D16R8</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>636</td>
<td>13920</td>
<td>4740</td>
<td>0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>SKIF D16R8</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>818</td>
<td>17900</td>
<td>6088</td>
<td>0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>SKIF D16R8</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: $A_e$ – a step between processing lines; $A_p$ – the machining allowance; $V_c$ – the cutting speed; $N$ – the spindle speed; $F$ – the minute feed of the tool; $F_z$ – the feed to the cutter tooth.
The parameters of high-speed processing with a sequential increase in the cutting speed as a factor determining the temperature conditions in the cutting zone (from 182 m/min for zone 1 to 818 m/min for zone 6) are given in Table 3. The processing zone No. 7 corresponds to traditional finishing milling.

Samples with dimensions of 20×15×15 mm were cut out from each zone using the EDM machine and marked in accordance with Table 3.

Samples for steel 30HGSA were prepared similarly.

Preparation of steel microsections for research

The samples of structural steels EP817 and 30HGSA are shown schematically in Figs. 1a, b, respectively.

To prepare microsections, the equipment of the Struers company (Denmark) was used:

– a small-sized TegraPol-31 grinding and polishing machine with a holder for automatic grinding and polishing of TegraForce-5 samples and a system for automatic dispensing of suspensions for polishing TegraDoser-5 (Fig. 2a);

– an equalizer of samples in the Uniforce holder (Fig. 2b).

The mechanical preparation (grinding and polishing) of each sample was carried out according to the guidelines and preparation theory of materialographic samples [11] on the surface adjacent to the milled surface at right angles (Figs. 1a, b). On this surface, the studied region of the surface layer is highlighted in gray. The thickness of the removed material during preparation is (0.9 ± 0.05) mm.

Results and discussion

The analysis of the surface layer of steel EP817 and 30HGSA samples was carried out in several stages.

To conduct microstructural analysis, chemical etching of microsections was performed by immersion in specially prepared reagents [12, 13].

Microsections of steels EP817 and 30HGSA after etching are shown in Figs. 3a, b, respectively.

The microstructural analysis of steel EP817 microsections was carried out using a Quanta 200 FEI Inspect Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) (Fig. 4).

The results of the microstructural analysis made it possible to determine the structural-phase composition of the surface layer of EP817 steel samples and the presence of visible deformation in the surface layer, as well as to estimate the approximate hardening depth [14–18].
It was revealed that after traditional milling processing in the surface layer, there is no significant plastic deformation. A similar result was obtained for high-speed milling processing with cutting speeds of 182, 364 and 455 m/min. A photograph showing the microstructure of the surface layer of the EP817 steel sample after processing at a cutting speed of 364 m/min is presented in Fig. 5.

Processing with cutting speeds of 273, 636 and 818 m/min led to plastic deformation in the surface layer, which can negatively affect the physico-mechanical characteristics of the surface layer. A photograph showing the microstructure of the surface layer of the EP817 steel sample after processing at a cutting speed of 273 m/min is presented in Fig. 6.

The microstructure of samples made of 30HGSA steel was studied using a JSM-6490LV scanning electron microscope. The microstructural analysis showed that the most severe damage to the sample surface occurred during the traditional milling mode at a cutting speed of 45 m/min. In this treatment mode, deep bursts of metal and nadir formed, which is clearly visible in the microstructure photograph (Fig. 7). The hardening depth was approximately 10 μm.

The high-speed milling did not lead to plastic deformation of the surface layer for the entire range of cutting speeds considered, while with an increase in the cutting speed, the surface quality improved (Fig. 8).

For the traditional milling mode and the entire range of high-speed milling modes, no phase changes were observed in the microstructure associated with steel heating above the temperature at the onset of austenitic transformation.
Fig. 7. Microstructure of the surface layer of a steel sample 30HGSA after traditional milling processing, ×2000

Fig. 8. Microstructure of the surface layer of a steel sample 30HGSA after milling with a cutting speed of 364 m/min, ×2000

The use of an electron microscope made it possible to perform a qualitative analysis of some parameters of the surface layer. To carry out a quantitative assessment, the method of X-ray structural phase analysis was used, which allowed to determine the phase composition, value and sign of residual stresses and hardening [19, 20]. Such a study was done for 30HGSA steel samples.

The study of hardening in the surface layer of 30KhGSA steel samples after milling was carried out by X-ray diffraction analysis in comparison with a reference sample obtained by grinding, mechanical and electrochemical polishing. The X-ray diffraction was recorded using a DRON-4 X-ray diffractometer in monochromatized Cu-Kα radiation, the voltage was 30 kV, and the current was 20 mA.

In order to determine the causes of the physical broadening of the X-ray lines in the α-phase (ferrite), the ratios of the physical broadening of lines (101) and (220) were determined. It was found that the ratio of the physical broadening $\beta_1/\beta_2$ is almost equal to the ratio of the tangents of the corresponding Bragg angles $\tan\theta_1/\tan\theta_2$ (Table 4). Thus, it has been shown that the cause of the physical broadening is metal hardening [20].

Table 4

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample No.</th>
<th>HKL</th>
<th>$2\theta$, deg</th>
<th>$\theta$, rad</th>
<th>$\beta$</th>
<th>$\tan\theta_1/\tan\theta_2$</th>
<th>$\cos\theta_2/\cos\theta_1$</th>
<th>$\beta_1/\beta_2$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>44.885</td>
<td>0.391696</td>
<td>0.27677</td>
<td>0.35265</td>
<td>0.702529</td>
<td>0.368782</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>220</td>
<td>99.019</td>
<td>0.864104</td>
<td>0.750497</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>44.992</td>
<td>0.392629</td>
<td>0.168963</td>
<td>0.35111</td>
<td>0.699945</td>
<td>0.337219</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>220</td>
<td>99.416</td>
<td>0.867568</td>
<td>0.50105</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>45.027</td>
<td>0.392935</td>
<td>0.156301</td>
<td>0.35127</td>
<td>0.699868</td>
<td>0.347767</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>220</td>
<td>99.439</td>
<td>0.867769</td>
<td>0.449443</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>44.821</td>
<td>0.391137</td>
<td>0.141215</td>
<td>0.350545</td>
<td>0.700578</td>
<td>0.302349</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>220</td>
<td>99.268</td>
<td>0.866277</td>
<td>0.467061</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>44.873</td>
<td>0.391591</td>
<td>0.149145</td>
<td>0.350637</td>
<td>0.700292</td>
<td>0.395134</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>220</td>
<td>99.326</td>
<td>0.866783</td>
<td>0.377454</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>44.892</td>
<td>0.391757</td>
<td>0.142387</td>
<td>0.350609</td>
<td>0.700111</td>
<td>0.374109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>220</td>
<td>99.357</td>
<td>0.867053</td>
<td>0.380603</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The analysis of the physical broadening of the (101) and (220) ferrite lines showed that the maximum hardening corresponds to sample No. 1 (β_{(101)} = 0.277 deg; β_{(220)} = 0.750 deg), where the milling mode is traditional at a speed of 45 m/min.

As a result of the studies, it was found that with an increase in the cutting speed, the hardening degree for the surface layer of 30HGSA steel samples decreases.

In addition, the phase composition was determined using a DRON-4 X-ray diffractometer. The main phases in all the studied samples are ferrite, i.e. a solid solution based on α-iron and iron carbide Fe₃C.

The analysis of residual stresses in the surface layer of 30HGSA steel samples was carried out on a PSF – 3M “RIGAKU” residual stress analyzer in Cr-Kα radiation using the iso-slope method, where the voltage was 30 kV and the current was 8 mA. The calculation of the residual stress values was done according to the sin²ψ method [20]. The measurements were performed in the cutting direction (the movement direction of the cutting edge and the cutter feed) and in the perpendicular direction.

Stresses in the surface layer can be either tensile or compressive, while their magnitude changes significantly with a change in the cutting speed for high-speed milling modes: from 80 to 300 MPa in the cutting direction, from 70 to 180 MPa in the perpendicular direction (Table 5).

On average, the stresses in the surface layer after traditional milling processing are 2–4 times higher than after high-speed processing.

The chemical composition of the samples under study was determined using a QSG 750/1500 spark vacuum emission spectrometer by OBLF and an Axcios Advanced X-ray fluorescence wave spectrometer by PANalytical B.V. The analysis results of the chemical composition are presented in Tables 6 and 7, respectively.

The locality of the applied methods for chemical analysis along the depth of the analyzed sample was: for optical emission spectroscopy – 500 μm, for x-ray fluorescence wave spectroscopy – 40 μm.

The analysis results showed that the chemical composition of the surface layer in the studied samples has not changed. Thus, the transition from traditional milling to high-speed processing with an increase in the cutting speed to 818 m/min did not cause a violation of the chemical composition of 30HGSA steel.
The analysis results of the chemical composition using the Axcios Advanced spectrometer

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample No.</th>
<th>Cr</th>
<th>Mn</th>
<th>Si</th>
<th>Ni</th>
<th>Cu</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>S</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>1.06</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.212</td>
<td>0.013</td>
<td>0.012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>1.08</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.211</td>
<td>0.014</td>
<td>0.010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>1.04</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.214</td>
<td>0.011</td>
<td>0.009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.216</td>
<td>0.013</td>
<td>0.009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.213</td>
<td>0.013</td>
<td>0.011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.221</td>
<td>0.012</td>
<td>0.009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GOST 4543–71</td>
<td>0.8–1.1</td>
<td>0.8–1.1</td>
<td>0.9–1.2</td>
<td>&lt;0.3</td>
<td>&lt;0.3</td>
<td>&lt;0.025</td>
<td>&lt;0.025</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Conclusion**

It was found that high-speed milling of 30HGSA steel does not lead to deformation changes in the surface layer, while the damage to the surface layer was noted during traditional milling at a speed of 45 m/min (Fig. 7). High-speed milling processing of EP817 steel leads to deformation changes in the surface layer at cutting speeds of 273, 636 and 818 m/min (Fig. 6). X-ray structural phase analysis of 30HGSA steel samples showed that the phase composition does not change, and the hardening degree in the surface layer decreases with an increase in the cutting speed. The analysis of residual stresses in the 30HGSA steel samples pointed out that traditional milling processing leads to compressive stresses, while high-speed processing leads to both compressive and tensile stresses on the surface layer. According to the results of determining the chemical composition of the surface layer of 30HGSA samples using the methods of optical emission and X-ray fluorescence wave spectroscopy, no changes in the chemical composition were detected.

For 30HGSA steel, an increase in the milling speed generally leads to an improvement in the state of the surface layer; for EP817 steel, additional studies are required in order to establish the effect of high-speed milling processing on the state of the surface layer.
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